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ABSTRACT

This is a non-linear MHD study of Extrap interchange stability. The closed-line stability

criterion d(pqY)ldy > 0 is used for fully 2-D numerical calculations of marginally stable

equilibria. It is found that Extrap has a stabilizing effect on these modes. The reason for

this is that q = JdllB diverges towards the separatrix, which forms a boundary for the

pinch. Consequently, in comparison with the 1-D Z-pinch, the Extrap octupole field

allows steeper pressure profile in the boundary region. This stabilizing effect is shown to

diminish in equilibria with an externally imposed axial magnetic field.

It is also shown how the shape of the plasma cross-section depends on the relative

direction of plasma curren u d external rod currents, when the current density j is finite

on the boundary. Unfav / jt>le curvature and higher values of j at the boundary are

obtained in the case of f /i lei currents. Only when j vanishes at the separatrix, the

cross-section can be tn > ,v jare-shaped. The type of singularity of q at the separatrix is

derived, as well as criteria '•y j to become singular.



1. PROLOGUEt

A: This is a study of the interchange stability of Extrap[ 1,2]. The equilibrium and stability is

computed in a fully 2-D flux-coordinate geometry. Non-linear ideal MHD theory is used, and

stability is determined from the closed-line interchange criterion[3]. Both equilibrium and

stability are computed by numerical methods. Marginally stable equilibria will be compared

with experimental data. We will also discuss the stability of equilibria where an inhomo-

geneous axial magnetic field is superimposed externally.

Q: One second, please. As far as I recall, Extrap is a Z-pinch situated inside an octupole

magnetic field, which is supposed to stabilize it. But earlier analysis has shown that regarding

external modes, the external field always makes stability worse.

A: So it is, but only for current driven modes [4]. Here we are concerned with the

interchange mode, which eigenfunction has no nodes along the magnetic field lines. Its

correspondence in 1-D geometry is the m - 0 mode. We will see that for this mode the Extrap

octupole field does in fact have a stabilizing influence. The reason is that the octupole field

allows foi a larger class of possible pressure profiles, compared to the classical 1-D Z-pinch,

in that the pressure gradient becomes less restricted. This will soon become clear.

Q: Since Extrap basically has no axial field, the four corner X-points must imply a problem

for you. Supposing, as you do, that the plasma really extends out to the separatrix, your ideal

theory must break down there because of the large particle Larmor radii.

A: Let me elaborate on this. The criterion for interchange stability in a high-/J device is

d(pqY)ldy/>0 according to ideal MHD, where q(yf) = fdl/B and dl is a segment of a closed

field \'mt,p(y) is the plasma pressure, B the total magnetic field, fi = 2fiQp/B2, ythe poloidal

flux function and / the adiabatic index. Since the interchange criterion is poloidally global (it

involves quantities integrated along closed field lines), it may still be reasonably valid

even for geometries with X-jx)ints, like thut of Extrap. Large Larmor radius effects should of

course be included in a more complete study. Rosenbluth and Longmire[5J obtained the

criterion from considerations of the energy of a magnetic flux tube by assuming that the most

dangerous instability is the one where the plasma leaves the magnetic field lines unchanged,

'This work developed wilhin a dialogue between the Author and his Questioner.



but interchanges place so as to decrease its energy. They also performed a derivation of the

criterion within particle orbit theory, extending its validity beyond idealized fluid theory.

Studying the derivation more carefully, one finds that the correct criterion actually is

q'(pq?)' 2 0, where ' denotes d/dyr. The case q' <0, (pqty <0 corresponds to the case of

'maximum-average-/? stability'[6]. Except for hollow current density profiles, q is growing

towards the boundary, however. We can then write the criterion p'q?+ p(qY)' >0, from

which it is seen that the steepness of the pressure profile is limited by the criterion.

Expressed in ideal MHD terms for a circularly symmetric, 1-D pinch, the interchange

criterion becomes exactly the m=0 stability criterion -rp'lp <2yB2l(noyp+B2) = 4yi(2+y{i),

first given by Kadomtsev[7]. It should be noted that this result is obtained from a linearization

of the MHD equations, whereas the closed line criterion used here is non-linear.

Retaining the latter expression and denoting a new quantity A(y/) =pq?', we can write

p(\ff) = Aq~y. Now, choosing specific forms of A(\f/), the pressure profile automatically

satisfies the interchange condition. In this paper we will concentrate on the marginally stable

case, i.e. A = AQ= constant. The DALI code has been developed to compute these

interchange stable, 2-D Extrap equilibria in straight geometry.

Q: This is all very fine. But would you mind coming back to the point. Why should the 2-D

case be better than 1-D geometry ?

A: I am sorry I have to bore you with some preliminaries first. I am devoting the next

Section to a discussion of marginally stable profiles in 1-D geometry in order to present some

details of the problem and have a basis for comparison.

If you like, you may jump directly to Section 3, where 2-D marginally stable equilibria

will be discussed. In this Section it will be demonstrated that there are differences between

the cases of parallel (fJv > 0) and anti-parallel {IJV < 0) plasma and octupole rod currents /»

and /v , respectively. An axial magnetic field is a feature of todays experiments, and we will

touch upon its effect on interchange stability. Flux probe measurements of experimental

profiles will be considered for a comparison.

The effect of a superimposed axial magnetic field is the topic of Section 4.

In Section 5 some characteristics of the profiles near the plasma boundary, i.e. the

magnetic separatrix, are discussed.The following questions will be raised: What determines

the plasma cross-sectional shape? Does q(\ff) -> °° towards the separatrix? Does the current

density j(y)-> °° at the separatrix? What is the effect of the axial magnetic field?

Our final Section 6 contains a dialogue between the author and Q. The present results

will then be discussed in terms of comparisons with experimental profiles.



2. MARGINALLY STABLE PROFILES IN I D GEOMETRY

A: Let us consider a straight, 1-D Z-pinch with no axial magnetic field. Coppins [8] gives

the m = 0 marginally stable pressure profile, after using p' = -B{rB)'H^f), as

p(Y-D/y+(r/R)2pl/y=i. (1)

Here P(r) = p(r)/p0, R2 = {4p^\i^Q-){yl{y-1)), with p0 and j 0 denoting plasma pressure and

current density at the axis. It is clear that a stable profile cannot have p = 0 at the boundary.

This relation determines the steepest possible pressure gradient at each location r. In this study

it is more convenient to use a parametrization of Eq.(l);

-u)u-1^"1) (2)

P(r) = uY/fr1).

Q: In a cylindrical Z-pinch with no axial magnetic field the most strict ideal stability

condition is for the m = / mode. Shouldn't you be more concerned with this mode instead?

A: In a sense yes. But we know that this mode can never be stabilized within ideal theory.

A number of non-ideal effects to account for the experimental stability of this mode have been

investigated [9]. The m = 0 mode, however, is particularly interesting since it can be stabilized

within ideal theory.

The m^O criterion is given by Kadomtsev [7] as -rp'lp <m2B2/(2nop) - m2//?, valid for

large axial wavenumbers. This cannot be satisfied in a physical pinch, since for m - I the

criterion can be written (rB2)' <0, which implies that the marginal profiles are B(r) ~ r112

and p(r) = 1/r-l/a, assuming p -> 0 at the boundary. In Fig.l both the m = 0 and the m = 1

marginal pressure profiles are plotted. They are normalized through use of the Bennett

relation. From the m = 0 and m = 1 criteria it is clear that as f3<2/(5y) (edge region) the m = 0

condition poses the severest constraint on the slope of p(r), whereas for (3 > 2l(Sy) (inner

region) the m = / criterion is the most restrictive.

Since the interchange criterion is deeply connected with the propagation of the sound

wave, it is very sensitive to the value of y. In Fig.2 we plot the marginally interciiange stable

pressure profiles for different y. The case y- 2 is interesting, since the profiles can be given

explicitly:



P(r) = Uo2A0
2 / (2n2r2 + n ^ 2 (3)

and

B(r) = 47tn0Vp0A0
3'2 I (2K 2 ! 2 + HoAo)

2. (4)

These are the well known Bennett profiles.

Q: If you can reproduce these profiles with the DALI code you would have a nice

chance of benchmarking the code, right ?

A: Exactly. There are four independent parameters in an m =0 marginally stable equilibrium:

the adiabaticity index y, the pinch radius a, the parameter R and the on-axis pressure/^ With

/and a fixed, R alone determines the profile; p0 only specifies amplitude. The parameters of

the marginally stable profiles in DALI, however, are y, a, total plasma current / and the

stability parameter Ao. We now want to find a translation (y,ajt,po) «-» (y,aj AQ)-

The translation comes through a slightly generalized Bennett relation

8TI2 2JO rp(r)dr - a2p(a) = Hoi J (5)

which is valid when the time-dependent as well as the dynamic effects represented by the

inertia term of the equilibrium equation are small. One should note the additional boundary

term within square brackets, which necessarily has to be included when discussing m-0

stable equilibria. The L.H. side is easily computed from the parametrical forms Eq.(2). We

find

4n ( , ( ^ ) U a y ,
= 22- J PoR

2 J-J^-i t - I - 2a2p(a) (6)
M y - 1 J

Here ua=u(r = a) is obtained from u^1^1^ = R2(l-ua) I a2. The theory of equations tells us

that the latter equation has exactly one, positive solution «fl.The exact solution for y- 5/3 is

complicated, for y=2 simple. Here it will be solved numerically. We will henceforth write



Next, we determine AQ.. We have AQ = constant = lpgVr-o- Since B(r) ~ ^QT 12 for small

r, it is clear that q(r) = 2nrlB(r) implying that q0 = 4TI/(H^Q) - lO7IJo as r -» 0. This results

in A0=pQ(4nl(n0}0))'Y. After having eliminated j 0 from the definition of R2 we find AQ -

pJ1''il2)(4jc2R2/n0)(y-l)fy or, through eliminating pQ from Eq.(6);

It is clear that R and / are independent (R2 fixed => PQIJQ2 fixed => / can be arbitrarily

chosen through varying p0). From Eq.(7) we also see that AQ and R are independent. So /

and Ao together determine the marginally stable profile.

The procedure to compute a 1-D profile with DALI consequently becomes: give yand a,

specify the profile (i.e. R2), then choose / through specifying p0 (or inversely find /„ for

given PQ), and finally detennine AQ. AS an example relevant to the Extrap T-1 device we

choose y= 513, a=0.05m, p0 = 31&PJ0 = 51& Am2 so that R2 = 955-10*. This gives ua

= 0.382,1 = JlJkA and AQ = 9J1-103. For comparisons with experiments featuring an

axial magnetic field it is more appropriate to choose lp = 20.0kA and Ao = 7.62-103 The latter

values of y, a, I and AQ will be the fundamental parameters when we compute 2-D Extrap

equilibria with DALI in the next Section.

A simple limit is that of a strongly peaked pressure profile, so that Rla « 1 and p(a) =0.

This gives ua ~ 0 and the pressure profile becomes given by

(8)

The on-axis values become related as

For y= 513 we have PQIJQ = 4-10"8 /_ at marginal stability.



3. STABILITY IN 2-D EXTRAP GEOMETRY

A: We are now going to employ the DATJ code [ 10]. It solves the Grad-Shafranov equation

in straight geometry through tracing field lines. Arbitrary non-linear equilibria p( iff) can be

calculated in a purely poloidal magnetic field.

Q: Present day Extrap experiments often feature a weak axial magnetic field. Is it not

possible for the code to model such equilibria?

A: The code has recently been modified to model equilibria with axial magnetic fields, and

these will indeed be presented in the next Section.

For the case of no axial magnetic field, we can choose A(yr) =pq* to be constant,

i.e. we compute 2-D marginally interchange stable equilibria. The results of these runs are

given in Figs 3. Three cases have been investigated. In all cases it is assumed that the plasma

boundary extends out to the separatrix.

Denoting each of the currents of the four external rods generating the octupole field by Iv

we have the cases (i) Iv = 0, (ii) IJV < 0 (anti - parallel plasma and rod currents) as well as

(iii) fJv > 0 (parallel currents). We choose the experimentally relevant ratio llJlJ=2 when

studying the effect of the octupole field. For each case radial profiles of p(r),j(r), B(r), p(r)

and q(r) are plotted. They are computed in the equator plane z = 0. Of these quantities p,j and

q are constants along flux surfaces. In Table I on-axis values of these parameters are given.

It is apparent from Fig.3 that q(\ff) tends to large values near the boundary. Due to the

presence of the magnetic X-points on the separatrix in the cases (ii) and (iii), q may tend to

infinity there. Although this is proved only for the case of no surface current in Section 4, we

conjecture that generally q -» <» at the separatrix. The condition for marginal interchange

stability then requires p —>0 there. This means that the Extrap octupole field has the very

important effect of allowing steeper pressure gradients near the separatrix than those of

the classical, 1-D Z-pinch.

Q: So you mean that Extrap is more interchange stable than the 1-D Z-pinch?

A: Right. It was concluded in an earlier report [11) that the effect of the Extrap multipole

field was negligible on the profiles, in both cases IJV < 0 and IJV > 0. We now know that

this is true only for very peaked current density profiles. In this case also B is a decreasing

function of r. It is then apparent from the interchange criterion that, with A = constant, p ~

(B(r)/r)y, so that as B(r) decreases, p(r) must rapidly decrease.



As we saw in the previous Section, the 2-D marginally stable profiles are determined
from the quantity R2, or from the input parameters / and AQ. together. So it is basically P(JJQ2

which determines the degree of peaking.

Q: I can see that you have chosen the reference case in Fig.3a) with a relatively high
pressure at the boundary in order to prove your point on the influence of the Extrap field. But
in the cases with a finite octupole field, isn't it so that the existence of a scrape-off region of
plasma outside the separatrix can actually allow the bulk plasma pressure to be finite near the
separatrix?

A: True, and this may be an additional stabilizing effect in Extrap. Now let me turn your
attention to the shape of the current density profile. As you can see it increases somewhat
towards the boundary in the parallel case, but not in the anti-parallel case. This can be
explained with the curvature term in the expression forj(y/), derived in the Appendix:

jz (V) = \ (A21)
< B ] >

With Bz = 0,A = const, and Fyf directed radially outwards, it is obvious that if the curvature
K= 0 everywhere on some field line (i.e. it is square-shaped), jz = 0 there. We will discuss
further the shape of the cross-section in Section S.

We also note that K-Vy/ cannot tend to zero towards the boundary in the parallel case,
due to the unfavorable curvature, implying that the current density remains finite there. In the
anti-parallel case K- p y even reverses along certain contour segments towards the separatrix,
thereby forcing the current density to become small.

Q: Obviously there is an interesting difference between the parallel and the anti-parallel
cases here. You do not discuss it here, but it is well known that Extrap surface current
equilibria are particularly unstable to long wavelength external perturbations[4]. In this sense
the anti-parallel case should be less amenable to external instabilities than the parallel case.



4 2-D EXTRAP GEOMETRY WITH SHEAR

A: Strictly speaking, the relevant necessary interchange criterion for circularly cylindrical

equilibria with shear is the Suydam condition 8p'/(rB2
2) + (n'ln? > 0, where \i =Bj{rBz).

For small axial field, however, this criterion implies the study of perturbations which cannot

be treated within an ideal fluid model[12]. Furthermore it has been shown, that the Suydam

criterion, which is a local criterion, gives misleading results for small shear[ 13]. As Bz —* 0,

the Suydam criterion gives the condition p' > 0, whereas no significant growth of this mode is

actually achieved until the closed line criterion is violated.

Q: But in the Appendix you derive an expression for the current density j(\jf) with axial field

included, from the basis of the marginally satisfied closed-line condition. Now taking a closer

look I realize you only integrate one tum poloidally, you do not integrate along a closed field

line. So the equilibria you compute with axial field are not interchange stable?

A: This is not true. There is a relationship between q and the quantity which you mention,

which I will call q*. In 1-D geometry we derive the relation q = mq* in the Appendix. So, for

the interior of equilibria, where the number of poloidal tums necessary to make the field line

to close on itself is a constant, the present formalism holds. Hence, we will in this paper only

study the interchange stability of sheared equilibria, where m(r) = constant. Close to the

separatrix, where 2-D non-circular effects are important, we can only approximate stability, as

mentioned in the Appendix.

The computed equilibria including Bz are nevertheless interesting in that they are fully

2-D and can be compared with experiments. They also continuously transfer to interchange

stable equilibria as B2 -» 0. In Fig. 4 profiles are computed for the cases (i) Iv = 0, (ii) IJV <

0 and (iii) IJV > 0. We have used the same parameters as above, and the axial magnetic field

is taken to be of the form [ 14]

Bz(r) = Bz 0 [ 1 - a(r/a)2 + a(r/a)4/2| (10)

in the equator plane. Since B2 is a flux quantity, as shown in the Appendix, this profile can be

used for the present 2-D calculations. We have here chosen Bz0 = 0.16 T and a - 0.68 in

order to be in contact with experiments.



5. NEAR THE SEPARATRIX

A: The magnetic separatrix separates 'private' field lines from 'common' field lines. It

seems plausible that the separatrix act as a natural boundary for the plasma. We will here

assume that a fully ionized part of the plasma column extends out to the separatrix, and maybe

even beyond it.

Q: Good! This enables me to ask you the following questions: Why is the curvature of the

separatrix so different for the three cases you have run? Does q -»<-> at the separatrix, as it

seems to do from your computations? Why isy * 0 at the separatrix, and even increasing near

it? Does Bz have any effect on the profiles near the separatrix?

A: Let us start with the Extrap field line topology near the X-points at the separatrix. We

again assume that the plasma may extend out to the separatrix. In Fig.5 three different field

line patterns have been indicated. Let us consider a small, circular surface S, covering an

X-point in a poloidal plane. Ampere's law and Stokes theorem give

j (11)

where dl is a line element on the contour of 5, and I$ is the current through this surface.

B and Bp are the total and poloidal magnetic fields, respectively. For the three cases we now

find the following.

1) Here symmetry demands fBdl = 0 =>Is = 0, i.e. there is no current in the boundary

layer. Consequently only current density profiles which tend to zero within the separatrix

can result in X-points with field lines at right angles. The experience from numerical

calculations is that also the entire cross-section becomes perfectly square-shaped in this

case.

2) From Fig.S it is clear that JB-dl < 0 when the field lines are curved inwards =>ls< 0.

Consequently there must be a finite current density on the separatrix. The field lines meet

at angles < 9(fi at the X-points. This corresponds to the case of anti-parallel currents

fJv< 0. Fig.3 contains an example of this.

3) When the field lines bend outwards from the plasma fBdl > 0 and 1$ > 0, due co the

current density at the separatrix. The field line angles at the X-points become > 9(fi and

there is a correspondence to the case of parallel currents IJV > 0, again shown in Fig.3.

10



Q: What about the case when shear is present, does the field curvature remain the same?

A: Yes, since it involves only the poloidal flux function \ff, as can be seen from Eq.(l 1) and

the Appendix.

Q: You say that when there is current on the separatrix, the field lines do not meet at right

angles at the X-points. But isn't it so that if there is a current at all on the separatrix, it must

tend to infinity within a thin layer there?

A: Not necessarily. This is only true for a subset of all possible profiles there. But to realize

this we must first determine the behaviour of q(y/) near the separatrix. This is not trivial in the

general case. When the plasma current region is circularly symmetric, however, with no

current on the separatrix, one can easily show that q(yr) ~ y1 n e a r w e separatrix (which now

is a perfect square), i.e. q has a singularity there (at the boundary we have chosen \/=0, as

in the numerical calculations).

The derivation goes as follows. Let us consider a cartesian x,y geometry where the

octupole rods are positioned on the coordinate axii at a distance A from the origin. In absence

of axial field, q{\\f) - HBJx,x), since the singularity lies on the y = x line and the radial

increase in field line length is irrelevant. Using an exact expression for the octupole field [15],

we find

B x (x,x) ~ x"1(A4+4x4)"1(a4-x4) (12)

Since x « A we have l\~ (xpc) ~ x'^cS-x4), so that q(y/) ~ x/(a4 - x4). Using that d\j//dx ~

B(xjc) and that y/(a) = 0 there results

V(x) = a4 lnx/a + (a4 - x4)/4 • (a4 - x4)/4 (13)

due to the weak variation of the logarithm. Consequently q(\\f) ~ x/y/(x) ~ if^fx), which is

the relation we set out to prove. We also note that migrating along a straight line x = a to the

X-point at (x,y) = (a,a), the imegral q = jdllB diverges as (a-y)'1.

Let us now assume for the general case, where j may be finite at the boundary, the

behaviour <7(yj~ \fTv there. Again choose the marginally stable casep(yr) = Aoq(y/)'y. Then

j(y) = dp/dy/= vyAgy/vy-1. So, in order for/ to be singular as y/-* 0, we must have v < 1/y.

If we instead choose A(y/) = AQyA near the separatrix, the requirement fory to become

singular is instead v < 1/y- k/y. Interchange stability requires dA/dy/>0, i.e. X > 0, further

restricting the class of singular current density profiles.

11



In other words, only for the above given subset of all possible equilibria doesj(y/) —> °°

at the separatrix.

Q: I understand that q remains finite at the separatrix when B ^ 0, but can j(y/) still be

singular in this case?

A: Yes. It is clear from the expression for the current density profile in the Appendix that

shear may strongly affect the equilibrium profiles both off and near the boundary. This is also

obvious from the numerical results of Section 4. The closed line-criterion e.g.,which forms a

basis for this work, is only valid for configurations where the shear /x =Bj(rBz) is a rational

number for all r, which in its turn somewhat limits the possible form of the equilibrium.

Further discussions on the applicability of the closed-line criterion on sheared configurations

are found in [16,17].

12



6. EPILOGUE

A: We have in this study found that quite realistic Extrap equilibria are marginally

interchange stable in the rather pessimistic non-linear MHD model. Also, the early phase of

the discharge, the breakdown, favors peaked density profiles in the case of Extrap, which

helps interchange stability of the fully developed state. The reason is that breakdown takes

place along the axial channels of weak magnetic field.This important effect has been studied

with a breakdown code else where [11] and we shall not dwell on it here. Another mechanism

which favors interchange stability of Extrap can be effective near the boundary. Here the

plasma pressure may be allowed to be finite due to the presence of a cooler region of plasma,

being trapped in the vicinity of the octupole rods.

Q: Yes, but in the present work you suggest another mechanism. The presence of the

octupole field weakens the restrictions given by the closed-line criterion on physical pressure

profiles near the boundary. The result of course depends on the applicability of the closed-line

criterion in this case. But are there no experimental means for testing this effect?

A: Here we have only discussed interchange stability. Other modes can be negatively

affected by the octupole field, as we discussed earlier. This makes comparisons with

experiments difficult. What we can do, however, is to compare the profiles of Figs 3-4 with

experimental profiles, e.g. tbose of Ref[14]. Since the closed-line criterion necessarily has to

be fulfilled, this is a relevant test. Considering pressure profiles, measured in the T-l

device, the necessary peaking near the axis is apparent. At the boundary, however, the

pressure has arbitrarily been set to zero, because of a lack of independent measurements of

temperaure and density. Hence the here suggested stabilizing effect due to the octupole field

has not been confirmed experimentally. More detailed comparisons should be made.
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APPENDIX: 2-D FLUX GEOMETRY

1. Marginally stable profiles

Here we will compute the current density jz(yf) for marginally stable equilibria in a

straight (y,X>z) flux-coordinate system. The magnetic field can be written as B = (0, By, B2),

where B„ = Vz x Vy/. We need the gradient operator, which can generally be written V=

Uj, where ei are the orthogonal basis vectors, ut denotes the coordinates, and fy the

scale factors. Then Vz •- ez since hz = 1. In Cartesian coordinates we have

, 0). (Al)

A Cartesian volume element transforms as

dV = dxdydz = 3(x,y,z)/8(y,%,z

= Jdydxdz = (A2)

For the Jacobian J we have

J-1 = D = 13(\|/,x,z)/a(x,y,z) | = | (Vy x Vx)-Vz | =

= |(Vzx Vv)-Vxl =lB-Vxl =B (A3)

We can now obtain the scale factors:

hy=B~1. Consequently

= BJD. Since D"1 = hJiJiz we obtain

h = (A4)

We now turn to the equilibrium equation Vp = j x B where j = V x B /fx0. In flux

coordinates

VxB = r ,8(Bx
2/D)/3\)/) (A5)

since dldz = 0. So

j x B = - (BXBZ/D) aBz/3\|/ - BX3(BX
2/D)%,

(A6)
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On using the relation B- Vp = 0 we find that dBz/dx = (H(/D)dp/dz which results in

dB/dx = 0 i.e. Bz=B2(y/) and is constant on flux surfaces. A scalar multiplication of the

equilibrium equation;

y v x e y = ( j x B)v e y

gives the important relation

D(BX
2/D)>V + (Bz

2/2 + \iop)y = 0 (A7)

where we define ',v' = d/dy/, i.e. the partial derivative, and not the covariant derivative.

We can now write

j z = (D/MoXB^/D)^ = - (p + B.,2/2\i())y, (A8)

which shows the effect of a sheared magnetic field on the current density profile.

The closed-line criterion requires

>0 (A9)

so we can write p(y/) = Aq~? . Usually g is defined as the integral fdl/B over a closed

field line, where B is the magnitude of the total magnetic field. Here, however, we will

concentrate on the quantity q* =jdl% IBx where the integration is along a closed poloidal flux

line. For B7 = 0 we have, apparently, q* = q. The relation between q* and q for the case with

shear, Bz* 0, will be discussed below. In the present analysis, we will limit ourselves to

those sheared modes for which q* = q.

Partial differentiation of the criterion gives

P.v = A, v q-Y-A 7 q, v q-^ 1 ) . (A10)

We obviously need an expression for q,y Now

dx = Vx-dl= IVxldl=dl/h =Ddl/BY (All)

so
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q,v = (ldx/D),¥ = - J(D,^/D2)dx • (A 12)

Eq.(A7) gives

D y D = [2BXBX,¥ + (Bz
2/2+ ^ p ) , , , ] ^ 2 (A13)

We must now determine B^,^. This is preferably done through the introduction of curvature

K = (B-V)B / B z
2 = ( B X - V ) B X / B X

2 . (A14)

The equilibrium can be written

V ( n o p + B2/2) = ( B V ) B = B x
2 K (A15)

from which we obtain

+ B2 /2) ,v (A16)

implying that

r ¥ = 2 K-Vy - 2^op> ¥ - 2B z B z , y (A17)

so

D,v/D = [2KV\J/ - (Bz
2/2

Now, denoting averages along field lines as < . . . > = (j...dl/BY ) / (Jdl/BY ) we find

= (Bz
2/2 + ^ p ) , v < B x " 2 > - 2< (K-VV)BX~2 >. (A19)

Inserting this into/?, = A,^'?- Ayq>}jf^^ gives a relation from which we can solve

KV\I / 1
A,v + 2yA < —f- > -yABzB / IV < - ; >

p, v = j * - (A20)
Y A — >

Bx
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and

jz (V) = i (A21)
q + 7 ^ ° A <

B ] >

It is clear that a constant Bz, .i.e. ergodic field lines without shear, does not

affect the equilibrium profiles.

A useful expression for numerical computation is

= [ (BV)B]Vy =

= ( B y 2 - B > x . y + 2BxByBx,x (A22)

which is valid in straight 2-D geometry. Again ' ' = d/dx,',' = d/dy.

2. Comparison 2D - ID Geometry

For comparison we give some of the expressions derived in this Appendix in 1-D

cylindrical coordinates:

K = - e r / r (A23)

= -BY/r

< . . . > = ...

To analytically estimate the effect of the axial field on the current density profile in the

equator plane we use the earlier given Bz - profile Eq.(7). Defining

T= j z (B z*O)/ j z (B z = O) (A24)

we find
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for marginally interchange stable equlibria, i.e. when A(yf) = A(r) = AQ = constant.

With the base parameters, given in the text, our computations show that the contribution

of the axial field term is small near the axis. Towards the boundary the contribution is large;

generally of order unity, but then drops sharply to zero just at the boundary.

3. Relation between q* and q

When magnetir shear/i is present in a 1-D cylindrical Z-pinch, the field lines may close

on themselves after m poloidal and n axial turns. In straight geometry we impose the

closedness as a periodicity condition. If the pinch has a length L, the relation

p. = n / m = 2nrBz/(LBx) (A26)

holds. The length of a field line then becomes

/ dl = (m2(27tr)2 + n2L2)1/2. (A27)

Using B2 = Bx
2+Bz

2 and Eq.(A27) we easily find the relation

q = m q*. (A28)

In the present analysis we will only consider the stability of equilibria, where m = m(r) is

a constant. Considering that By ~ r in the interior of the plasma, as can be seen from Fig.4,

and that BJr) is nearly flat there, Eq.(A26) tells us that p ~ constant in this region. This

implies that n = n(r) also will be nearly constant in the interior of the plasma. In the outer part

of the plasma the definition (A26) is no longer relevant, since it holds only for 1-D

configurations. Roughly, one may however estimate /i to be weakly increasing close to the

separatrix due to that By decreases somewhat faster than Bz.
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TABLE 1. On-axis values of p, j , q. Also B x
m a x and voiume-

integrated poloidal p\ are given for each case.

Fig

3a)

b)
c)

4a)

b)

c)

yiv

oo

+2
-2

oo

+2
-2

Baxm

0
0

0

0.16

0.16

0.16

p[Pa]

1.45104

1.47
1.25

0.61

0.69

0.40

j[Am-z]

1.36107

1.30
1.22

0.78
0.84

0.56

q[mr

0.68
0.67
0.74

1.15

1.06
1.46

] Bx
max[T]

0.11
0.10
0.10

0.09

0.10
0.10

Pi

1.38
1.26
1.22

0.91
0.89

0.72

Zö



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Plasma pressure profiles in 1-D geometry, marginally stable to m = 0 and m = 1

perturbations. For small B (radially outwards) the maximum allowed steepness of the

pressure profile is determined by the m = 0 criterion, for large B (radially inwards) the

m = 0 criterion is weaker than the m = 1 criterion.

F i g. 2 Marginally m = 0 stable pressure profiles for different adiabaticity indices y. The profiles

are sensitive to the value of y, strong peaking is obtained as y—> 1.

Fig.3 Marginally interchange stable 2-D Extrap equilibria, computed with the DALI code.

Current ratios are typical for experiments in the straight Extrap L-l device, and in the

toroidal T-l device. Input parameters are chosen to be close to experimental ones, and

are given in the text. Computed parameters are found in Table 1. The abscissa is

normalized to unity at the separatrix radius in the equator plane.

a) Referense run with external rod current /„ = 0.

b) Parallel case; y / v =+2.

c) Anti-parallel case; IJIV = -2.

Fig.4 Same as previous Fig, except for that here a radially dependent axial magnetic field is

included, given by Eq.(lO) in the main text.

F i g. 5 Illustration for derivation of field line curvature near X-points.
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TRITA-PFU-89-03

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma Physics

and Fusion Research, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

EXTRAP INTERCHANGE STABILITY

J. Scheffel, 2lp. in English.

This is a non-linear MHD study of Extrap interchange stability. The closed-line stability

criterion d(pqt)ldy > 0 is used for fully 2-D numerical calculations of marginally stable

equilibria. It is found that Extrap has a stabilizing effect on these modes. The reason for

this is that q = fdl/B diverges towards the separatrix, which forms a boundary for the

pinch. Consequently, in comparison with the 1-D Z-pinch, the Exöap octupole field

allows steeper pressure profile in the boundary region. This stabilizing effect is shown to

diminish in equilibria with an externally imposed axial magnetic field.

It is also shown how the shape of the plasma cross-sectijn depends on the relative

direction of plasma current and external rod currents, when the current density j is finite

on the boundary. Unfavourable curvature and higher values of j at the boundary are

obtained in the case of parallel currents. Only when j vanishes at the separatrix, the

cross-section can be truly square-shaped. The type of singularity of q at the separatrix is

derived, as well as criteria fory to become singular.

Key words: Extrap, interchange stability, octupole field, Z-pinch, closed-line criterion.


